This paper examines the US term structure of interest rates using a Bayesian Markov switching cointegration model that allows the cointegrating vectors, the number of cointegrating rank, the risk premium, and other parameters to change when regime shifts. We find that for any pair of the interest rates there is a strong support for the cointegrating implication of the expectation hypothesis at least in a stable regime, while for some pairs of the interest rates the cointegration does not occur in a high volatility regime. We find that a Markov switching cointegration model captures regime shifts that are corresponding to high inflation regime. In high inflation regime, variance is much higher for both the long and short rates and adjustment toward equilibrium is much faster than those in the other regime.
Introduction
This paper examines the term structure of interest rates for the United States over the period . For this purpose, we employ a Bayesian multivariate nonlinear cointegration model that allows any set of parameters in the model, including the cointegrating vectors, the number of cointegrating rank, and the risk premium, to shift with the regime according to the first order unobservable Markov process. Clarida et al. (2006) analyze the term structure of interest rates for the US, Germany, and Japan using a multivariate vector error correction model (VECM) with a Markov switching. Tillmann (2007) extends Clarida et al. (2006) and considers a Markov switching cointegration model, that allows the risk premium and some other parameters in the model to change when the regime shifts, and finds interest rate volatility distinguishes two regimes. These authors find that the high variance regime is resulted by the Federal Reserve's non-borrowed reserve targeting policy in [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] and other phases of rising inflation expectations.
These classical approaches assume that both the cointegrating vectors and the number of cointegrating rank are constant over the regime. Classical method for a Markov switching cointegration model used by Psaradakis et al. (2004) , , , Clarida et al. (2006) , and Tillmann (2007) requires a two-step procedure -as the first step testing and estimating for cointegration using Johansen's maximum likelihood method assuming a model is linear, and then as the second step imposing the cointegrating properties obtained in the first step to analyze the Markov switching model. Thus, it is not possible for this two-stage method to consider a Markov switching cointegration model, where the number of the cointegrating rank and/or the cointegrating vectors are subject to regime shifts. Sugita (2008) analyzes a Bayesian temporal cointegration model where the adjustment toward the equilibrium might not occur in one regime. Since this temporal cointegration might be occurred for the term structure of interest rates, we use a Bayesian Markov switching cointegration model developed by Jochmann and Koop (2015) and Sugita (2016) . By using a Bayesian Markov switching cointegration model, it is possible to consider a model that allows both the cointegrating vectors and the number of cointegrating rank to change when regime shifts. Sugita (2016) uses different prior densities from those used by Jochmann and Koop (2015) and employs the multi-move Gibbs sampling method to sample the state variable, which is widely used for a Markov switching model, e.g. Carter and Kohn (1994) , Shephard (1994) , Kim and Nelson (1998) , and so on. method. The method does not require a two-step procedure, that is, it can estimate the models efficiently within the non-linear framework by using the Markov chain Monte Carlo method (see Sugita, 2008) .
In this paper, we investigate the US term structure of interest rates using Bayesian approach to a Markov switching cointegration model which is more general model for the term structure of interest rates than model by classical approach (Clarida et al., 2006; Tillmann, 2007) in terms of allowing for regime shifts in the number of cointegrating rank as well as any parameter including the cointegrating vectors, the adjustment terms, the risk premium, the variance-covariance matrix, the risk premium, and so on.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Next section presents a brief review of the term structure of interest rates. Section 3 presents model selection using Chib (1995) 's marginal likelihood calculation method. Empirical results follow in section 4. We conclude in section 5. All results reported in this paper are generated using OX version 7.00 for Linux (Doornik, 2013) .
U.S. Term Structure of Interest Rates
In this section, we give a brief overview of the term structure of interest rates. The expectations hypothesis of the term structure of interest rates implies a long-run relationship between long and short maturity interest rates, see Shiller and McCulloch (1990) in detail. Let ( ) be yield to maturity for an f-period at time t and ( ) is the risk premium, then the hypothesis implies:
Arranging equation (1) leads to the interest rate spread ( ) as follows:
where ∆ denotes the difference operator. Campbell and Shiller (1987) show that if both (1) and ( ) are integrated of order one, then ( ) and (1) are cointegrated with cointegrating vector (1, -1). Assuming the risk premium is I(0), it follows that the hypothesis implies that ( ) − (1) − ( ) is stationary. Thus, the expectations hypothesis in equation (2) implies the following vector error correction model with p lag length:
where
There are several studies that find nonlinearity of U.S. term structure of interest rates caused by changing in monetary policy. Tsay (1998) , Hansen and Seo (2002) , Clements and Galvao (2003) , Clarida et al. (2006) and Tillmann (2007) employ nonlinear cointegration model to analyze regime switching. These researches confirm nonlinearity caused by high volatility of interest rates between 1979 and 1982 as a potential factor of shifts. In this period between 1979 and 1982, which is known as the non-borrowed reserves operating procedure, the Federal Reserve shifts monetary policy from interest rate targeting to money growth targeting, and it follows that the interest rate is allowed to fluctuate freely. Other studies of regime shifts in interest rates caused by shifts in monetary policy include Kugler (1996) , Engsted and Nyholm (2000) , Ang and Bekaert (2002) , and so on. Nonlinearity of the term structure of interest rates is a stylized fact.
In this paper, we apply a Markov switching cointegration model to U.S. term structure of interest rate to explain the regime shifts as:
We also impose the restriction β( ) = * = (1, −1) ′ on the system for the implications of the expectations hypothesis.
With this restriction, we also consider the cointegration relation such as −1 * − ( ), where λ( ) can be interpreted as the estimated risk premium, thus the model can be written as:
where η( ) = ( ) + ( ) ( ).
We estimate a Markov switching VECM in equation (4) and a Markov switching VECM in equation (5), with various combination of cointegrating rank in each regime for all given pairs of interest rates. We also compute the marginal likelihood for all models to select the most appropriate model for each pairs of interest rates. If the restricted model in equation (5) is selected as the most appropriate model by the marginal likelihood, a Markov switching VECM in equation (6) is considered to analyze how the risk premium changes with regime shifts.
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Data, Unit-Root, and Model Selection
The data set consists of monthly observations on three-month (f = 3) treasury bill (R t (3)), six-month (f = 6) treasury bill (R t (6)), one-year (f = 12) treasury constant maturity rate (R t (12)), three-year (f = 36) treasury constant maturity rate (R t (36)), and five-year (f = 60) treasury constant maturity rate (R t (60)) US bonds covering the period 1960:1 to 2016:03 with 675 observations. We obtain these data from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. A pairwise plot of the series and the spread, using three-month (f = 3) rate as a short rate, are presented in Figure 1 . Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for these variables. All series show positive skew, that is, they are right-skewed. We find that kurtosis is lower with longer maturities. The Jarque-Bera test shows that the hypothesis that these series are normally distributed is rejected for all these variables. The ARCH (1) statistic tests for heteroscedasticity indicate that all series are rejected the null hypothesis of no ARCH effect. The last column in Table 1 shows the Pearson correlation between 3-month treasury bill and other longer rates. While the correlations for each pair of interest rates are very high, the correlation is lower as maturities are longer. Table 2 reports standard unit root tests using the ADF, the GLS-ADF, and the KPSS tests. Both the ADF and the GLS-ADF tests cannot reject the null hypothesis of unit root for each interest rate, while the KPSS test rejects the null of stationarity.
We consider bivariate models for the term structure because of not only a parsimoniousness of model as Tillmann (2007) notes, but also the fact that it is possible to consider different model specification for each pairs of interest rates. Thus, we model Markov switching cointegration models for four pairs of interest rates - Rothenberg and Stock (1996) . KPSS is proposed by Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin (1992) . Both the ADF and the ADF-GLS tests the null of unit-root, while KPSS tests the null of stationary. The lag length for the ADF and the ADF-GLS is chosen by the Bayesian Schwartz criterion. We use the same lag length for the KPSS as the ADF and the ADF-GLS.
as β( ) = , denoting 1 C . For the implications of the expectations hypothesis, we also consider a model with restriction on the cointegrating vector β = (1, −1)' for one of the regime or both, denoting 1 R . For the lag length of each model, we consider the case p = 1 to 3. Thus, we consider a total of 30 bivariate models for each pair of the interest rates to select the most appropriate model among them. To estimate these models and obtain the posterior model probabilities we implement the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm (see Jochmann & Koop, 2015; Sugita, 2016) . For prior hyperparameters, we use the same values that used in Sugita (2016) , favoring the absence of cointegration.
We employ Chib (1995) 's method for the marginal likelihood calculation to choose model. Chib (1996) , Chib (1998) , Kim and Nelson (1999) , and Sugita (2016) choose Chib's method for a Markov switching model. The full Gibbs sampler is run with G = 10,000 and additional 3 × G = 30,000 draws for the reduced Gibbs sampler after 1,000 discarded to calculate the marginal likelihood by the Chib`s method. Table 1 
Empirical Results
As shown in Table 3 , the marginal likelihoods select models where the restriction on the cointegrating vector is imposed in one or both regimes for all pairs of the interest rates. Thus, we consider the model in equation (6) where the risk premium is included in the cointegrating relations. Figure 2a -2d shows the posterior expectation of the state variables for each interest rate pair, and find that they are almost identical. The non-borrowed reserves operating procedure between 1979 and 1982 is detected as the regime shift. Regime shift also occurs between 1973 and 1976, between 1984 and 1985, and between 2007 and 2008 . These regime shifts are related to higher inflation regime (Goodfriend, 1998) with a much higher variance of interest rates in regime 0 than those of regime 1. Regime 0 is also influenced by other aspects of rising inflation expectations as shown in Goodfriend (1998) . The posterior means and standard deviations of parameters for each interest rate pair are reported in Table 4 . We find that in regime 0 the variance of both the long and short rate are a much higher than those of regime 1. In regime 0 the variance of the short rate is higher than that of the long rate, while in regime 1 the variance of the short rate is lower than that of the long rate.
In regime 0 the adjustment (in absolute terms) toward the equilibrium is much faster for pair of [R t (12) , R t (3)] and [R t (60), R t (3)] than in regime 1. Thus, interest rates adjust much faster in regime of high volatility that correspond to periods of rising inflation expectations and aggressive disinflation. We also find that when the volatility is low in regime 1 the adjustment terms of short rate is faster and significantly different from zero with positive sign. Thus, the adjustment toward the equilibrium occurs mainly through the short rate R t (3) for all pairs of interest rate.
As for the risk premium, longer the maturity higher the risk premium for regime 1. Regime 0 shows a higher risk premium for pair of [R t (12), R t (3)] and a lower risk premium for pair of [R t (60), R t (3)] than in regime 1. This is consistent with the results by Hansen (2003) and Tillmann (2007) . They find that the regime 0 leads to a higher risk premium for ( ) with ≤ 12 and a lower risk premium for ( ) with > 12. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we examined the dynamics relationship between short and long interest rate using data since 1960 at monthly frequency for the 3-month US bond rate as a short rate and the 6-month, 1-year, 3-year and 5-year bond rate as a long rate. We employed a Bayesian Markov switching cointegration model to analyze the nonlinearity of the US term structure of interest rates. By using Bayesian cointegration analysis it is possible to allow any set of parameters in the model, including the cointegrating vectors and the number of cointegrating rank, to shift with the regime according to the first order unobservable Markov process. We also considered a model where the risk premium is subject to change when the regime shifts. We found that for any pair of the interest rates there is a strong support for the cointegrating implication of the expectation hypothesis at least in the stable regime, while for some pair of the interest rates the cointegration does not occur in the high volatility regime. We found that these regime shifts are related to higher inflation regime, e.g., caused by the non-borrowed reserves operating procedure between 1979 and 1982. We found that in the inflation regime variance is much higher and the adjustment to the long-run relationship is much faster than in the other regime. 
